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sored by the Student












forgot the stories he
heard while growing up
in Brownsville. Now,
those stories have
launched a career in
writing.
Casares, a 1984 grad-
uate of Texas Southmost
College, read from his
first book, "Brownsville
Stories," and signed
copies of it March 22 at
the Historic Brownsville
Museum.
In an interview with
The Collegian, retired
Army Colonel and social
sciences lecturer
Edward G. Moore talks
about his experiences
in Turkey, where he is
serving as a war analyst
for CNN.
Music major wins national scholarship
UTB/TSC student Adam
Sovkoplas is one of 10 students
nationwide awarded the Alfred
H. Nolle Scholarship by the
National Council of Alpha Chi,
making him the first student in
the university's history to win
the distinguished award.
"It's a big deal and I'm very,
v e r y







M i m o s a
Stephenson, a professor of
English and speech and Alpha
Chi adviser.
Alpha Chi is a coeducation
honor society that promotes aca-
demic excellence and exemplary
character among college and
university students.  Members
must have a minimum 3.5
grade-point average and have
completed 60 college credit
hours.
Sovkoplas, a junior music the-
ory and composition major, was
inducted into Alpha Chi last
November and submitted his
scholarship nomination materi-
als last month.
"I had to submit a score, a
piece of music that I wrote,"
Sovkoplas said. "Along with
this, I had to [write] a detailed
theoretical analysis of why I




See ‘Scholarship,’ Page 4
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Participants recite the Pledge of Allegiance during Thursday's ceremony honoring
UTB/TSC students and staff who are now serving in the military. 




at Fort Bragg 
Three UTB/TSC students
who have put their studies
on hold to serve their coun-
try say their new role as
mobilized Army reservists at
Fort Bragg, N.C., consists of
training, training and more
training.
"We're training hard to do
our job, trying as hard as we
can to perform our mission
well, whichever it is that [the
military] assigns," said Jose
Mejia, a specialist with the
By Josie Ruiz
Collegian Online Editor
See ‘Reservists,’ Page 16
As the US-Iraq war continues,
UTB/TSC is honoring students
and staff members who have
been called to active military
duty .
"Our students here at
UTB/TSC are some of the finest
students we have, not just aca-
demically, but because some of
them have been asked to take a
post and do a different kind of
job," Student Government
Association President Edward
Camarillo told a crowd of more
than 100 people gathered last
Thursday in a special cere-
money at the flagpole. "It is not
your typical 9 to 5, Monday
through Friday, but it is that they
were asked to protect and serve
[our country].  They are asked to
defend those that cannot defend
themselves.  And so we are here
this morning to say 'thank you'
and to show our support for
them and their families. 
"The Student Government
Association has joined others
around the country in support of
our service men and women.
We're here in support of the U.S.
armed and coalition forces
around the world. Our troops
and our students are not just
another number here at
By Josie Ruiz
Collegian Online Editor
See ‘Tribute,’ Page 5
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Students currently receiving
financial aid may be eligible to
receive assistance for Summer
2003. Visit the Financial
Assistance Office at Tandy 206 to
fill out a request form for Summer
Financial Aid. The deadline to
apply is today. For more informa-
tion, call the Financial Assistance
Office at 544-8277.
The deans of the University of
Texas Health Science Center
Dental Branch and Baylor
College of Medicine Dental
School will give a presentation for
students at 3 p.m. today in the SET-
B third-floor conference room. The
deans will answer questions related
to careers in dentistry as well as
other medical careers. For more
information, contact Sandra Gerace
at 554-5059, e-mail her at shger-
ace@utb.edu or visit her at Life and
Health Sciences Room 1.108.
Professors Celia Flores-Feist
and William Davis urge Phi Theta
Kappa members to place an early
order for the Phi Theta Kappa com-
mencement regalia to ensure on-
time delivery for spring graduation.
Phi Theta Kappa makes available
for purchase the golden mono-
grammed honors stole and golden
tassel exclusively for Phi Theta




students will provide income tax
assistance from 4 to 7 p.m. every
Monday and Tuesday until April 15
in Rusteberg Rooms 166 and 210.
To qualify for tax help, individuals
must be students or taxpayers with
limited income, disabilities, non-
English speaking or elderly. For
more information, call the Business
Technology Department at 983-
7835 or 548-6574.
Free tutoring for University
Physics II is conducted by Patricia
Perez from 8-9 p.m. Mondays and
Thursdays, General Physics II
tutoring is conducted by Erick
Vallarino from 6-7 p.m. Mondays
and Wednesdays, and Astronomy
tutoring is conducted by Perez from
4-5 p.m. Mondays and from 1-2
p.m. Thursdays. All sessions are in
SET-B 2.232. For more informa-
tion, send an e-mail to
BigDaddyUTB@aol.com.
The Center for Gravitational
Wave Astronomy at UTB/TSC is
offering research scholarships to
undergraduate science majors. The
program provides a monthly
stipend of $600 for 20 hours of
research per week or $300 per
month for 10 hours of research per
week. The program is also offering
a scholarship of up to $1,000 for
high school students interested in
pursuing a physics or engineering
physics degree at UTB/TSC during
Fall 2003. For more information
and an application, access the Web
site www.phys.utb.edu/employ-
ment.shtml and click "undergradu-
ate gravitational" or contact Martha
Casquette at 574-6765 or e-mail her
at mcasquette@utb.edu
The Disability Awareness Club
will meet at 12:15 p.m. today in the
Student Union's Bougainvillea
Room. For more information, call
Steve Wilder at 983-7374.
The UTB/TSC Chamber
Ensemble is scheduled for 8 p.m. at
Tuesday in the SET-B Lecture Hall.
Admission is $10 for adults, $7 for
senior citizens and children, and $3
for UTB/TSC students with ID. 
The Counseling and Career
Services Department will sponsor
an Education Career Expo from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Wednesday in the
Student Union's Gran Salon.
Recruiters from several school dis-
tricts will be present. For more
information, contact David
Gonzalez at 544-8292.
A seminar titled "Parenting 101:
What can I do to improve" will be
conducted from noon to 1 p.m.
Wednesday in Student Health
Services Conference Room 204.
The seminar is part of the "Food
for the Soul, Food for the Body"
enrichment series. Snacks will be
served. For more information, call
counselor Ricardo Ayala III at
544-8292.
The Office of Student Activities
will conduct a workshop titled
"Budget Management" at 3 p.m.
Wednesday in the Student Union's
Jacaranda Room. The workshop is
part of the "Learning to Lead"
series sponsored by the Office of
Student Activities.  For more infor-
mation, call 554-5138. 
The UTB/TSC Wind Ensemble
will perform at 8 p.m. Wednesday
at the Jacob Brown Auditorium.
Admission is $10 for adults, $7 for
senior citizens and children, and $3
for UTB/TSC students with ID. 
Mona Cherin, a syndicated
columnist, political analyst and for-
mer speechwriter for Nancy
Reagan, will discuss the topic use-
ful idiots on the radio program
"Society Under Fire," which airs
at 7:30 p.m. Thursday and 3:30
p.m. Sunday on KMBH-FM (88.9).
Cherin is the author of  "Useful
Idiots: How Liberals Got It Wrong
in the Cold War and Still Blame
America First." David Pearson,
associate professor of sociology in
the Behavioral Sciences
Department, hosts the program.
Grupo Folklórico Tizatlán
meets at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, 10
a.m. Saturday and 5 p.m. Sunday in
the gym annex. For more informa-
tion, call Zelma Mata at 554-8291.
The Gorgas Science Society will
meet at noon Friday in Life and
Health Sciences Room 2.806. The
group will make final preparations
for Earth Day 2003. For more infor-
mation, e-mail the society at gor-
gassociety@yahoo.com.
Student recitals are scheduled at
1 p.m. Friday, April 11 and April 25
in the SET-B Lecture Hall.
Admission is free. For more infor-
mation, call 544-8247.
Sylvia Cavazos Peña, dean of
the School of Education, will
address the Student Government
Association during its general
meeting at 1:30 p.m. Friday in the
Student Union's Gardenia Room.
For more information, call the SGA
at 554-5034.
The Physical Sciences
Department will present Carl
Sagan's "Cosmos" (Episode XI:
The Persistence of Memory) from
1 to 2 p.m. Friday in Life and
Health Sciences Room 1.104. For
more information, contact Joseph
Romano, associate professor of
physics, at 574-6680.
The deadline to register for the
fifth annual UTB/TSC Research
Symposium is Friday. For more
information and to register, e-mail
your abstract to Adrienne
Rodriguez-Zermeno at aro-
driguez@utb.edu. The research
symposium will be held from 9 a.m.




will be recognized during Awards
Night, scheduled for 6 p.m.
Wednesday in the SET-B Lecture
Hall. 
The Brownsville Linux User
Group will meet at 10 a.m.
Saturday in SET-B 2.508. For more
information, call J.R. Iglesias at
574-6616 or e-mail him at jrigle-
sias@utb.edu. 
The Hunter Room is collecting
poems by students, staff and faculty
to be posted in the library's
National Poetry Month display.
Deadline is April 11. Submissions
can be left at the Hunter Room,
located in the back of the library's
first floor. Selected poems will be
posted. For more information, call
983-7410.
The UTB/TSC Bravo Opera
Company Gala is scheduled for 8
p.m. April 12 and 3 p.m. April 13 at
the SET-B Lecture Hall. The Opera
Company will perform selected
works by Beethoven, Händel,
Gilbert and Sullivan, and Bizet.
Admission is $10 for adults, $7 for
senior citizens and children, and $3
for UTB/TSC students with ID. 
Alliance Francaise will meet at 7
p.m. April 11 in South Hall 122.
Terry Stinson will give the second
and final part of a presentation on
Chartres Cathedral. Admission is
free. For more information, call
social sciences Professor Milo
Kearney at 544-8260.
If you would like your club,
organization or department news
published in the Briefs section, call
Lorena Cruz at 554-5143, e-mail
her at collegian@utb.edu or visit
The Collegian office, located in
Student Union Room 1.28. The
deadline for the April 7 issue is 5
p.m. today.
Briefs
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Moore keeps up with family, students half a world away
Editor's Note: Retired Army Col. and
social sciences lecturer Edward Moore is
in Istanbul, Turkey, analyzing the U.S.-
Iraq war for CNN. In an e-mail interview
last week with The Collegian, Moore
described his experiences, so far.
Q: In an earlier e-mail to UTB/TSC,
you said the majority of Turkish people
oppose war. Have you experienced any
negative treatment because of this?
A: No one has taken a negative attitude
because I am American.  The Turks may
be opposed to the war, but they like
Americans and they are eager to talk-and
eager to tell me why we should not be in
the war.  Turks find a way to separate me
personally from the politics of the United
States.
Q: Have you received e-mail from any
of your students, and what have they
said?
A: I think the war and my position with
CNN creates an unusual interest that
prompts students to write.  Some write
just to check and see if I am in harm's
way. I do appreciate their concern and I
tell them I am not in harm's way--not real-
ly close to the war.  Some have sent e-
mails to just to ask questions about gov-
ernment and the next test. Some students
have asked questions about the culture,
food, etc. All the e-mails are positively
received and I appreciate all of them.
Q: How is your family coping with your
departure?
A: My family has been very supportive
of my trip to Turkey. My wife (Gloria),
our two daughters (Shanna and Sara, who
both live and work in Washington, D.C.)
and our son (Chris, who is an attorney in
Brownsville), encouraged me to take this
adventure.  They all have regularly e-
mailed me to see what I'm doing.  Since
my family lived here in Turkey for five
years, this is a very special place for all of
them and we have lots of Turkish friends.
Q: What do you think about the violent
protests against this war?
A: Protest is a right of all individuals in
a free democratic society.  Those who
protest have a right to do that and soldiers
have fought wars to protect that freedom.
I do think that using violence to protest
war tends to be hypocritical. If they want
change, I would encourage them to regis-
ter to vote, educate themselves about can-
didates and vote for candidates who will
promote peace.  Bottom line, freedom of
expression, freedom of speech, freedom
to assemble and freedom to petition the
government are all protected by the First
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution.
Q: Is there a threat in Turkish troops
moving into Kurdish-controlled areas of
northern Iraq?
A: A movement of Turkish troops into
northern Iraq would not threaten the U.S.
directly, but a confrontation between the
Turks and Kurds would disrupt the U.S.
plans and be a serious distraction from the
immediate U.S. goals.  The presence of
Turkish, Kurdish, Pesmerga and U.S.
troops in the same area to fight the Iraqis
would be a dangerous situation for all and
could undermine the U.S. focus on the
regime of Saddam.  Here we have poten-
tial that Turkish and Kurdish national
interests could conflict with the stated
U.S. interests and goals in this operation.
Turkish soldiers have been inside north-
ern Iraq for years, fighting an insurrection
against Turkish Kurds.The media report-
ing on this issue has been very inflamma-
tory and confused. Reports that Turkish
troops have gone across the border into
Iraq are not true. The reporter was not
aware that Turkish troops have been over
there for years.  This remains a serious
concern for the planners of this military
operation.
Q: What is your reaction to the heavy
bombing of Baghdad?
A: The bombing of Iraq has been heavy
but focused only on the regime of
Saddam Hussein. Use of the precision
munitions (smart bombs) allows individ-
ual buildings to be hit and not damage
surrounding buildings. The heavy bomb-
ing in that small area has been to try to
crack the underground bunkers of
Saddam and his regime. Some of the
bunkers are up to 10 floors under ground.
So the U.S. forces have been putting sev-
eral bombs into each target to try to crack
those bunkers.  The lights in the city are
still on, traffic can be seen on the streets
even if there are bombs going off and all
utilities in the city still work.  That is
heavy precision bombing to minimize
civilian damage or damage to the city
infrastructure. My job here is to serve as a
military commentator for the military--to
describe the military actions from a U.S.
perspective to the people of Turkey. I am
not here to justify this war or defend U.S.
policy.
The UT Optional Retirement Plan
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Retirement Plan Is Stuck
In Reverse?
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Investment Advisory Representative with and Securities offered through InterSecurities,
Inc., member NASD and SIPC. 1623 Central Blvd. Suite 200, Brownsville, TX 78520
By Sonia Mejia
Staff Writer
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Oscar Casares never forgot the stories
he heard while growing up in
Brownsville. Now, those stories have
launched a career in writing.  
Casares, a 1984 graduate of Texas
Southmost College, read from his first
book, "Brownsville Stories," and signed
copies of it March 22 at the Historic
Brownsville Museum.
More than 100 attendees listened as
Casares read "Yolanda," a tale about the
secret attraction that a 15-year-old feels
for his neighbor, who is in an abusive
relationship. 
The story takes place 20 years ago in
Brownsville.
"I'm talking about before some drunk
spent all afternoon in one of the cantinas
on 14th Street and then drove his car
straight into Rivas' front yard and ran
over the baby Jesus, which was still lying
in the manger because Lonnie Rivas was
too flojo to put it away a month after
Christmas," the author read. " And then
the guy tried to run but fell down asleep
in our yard and when the cops where
handcuffing him, all he could say was
Mari … Mari … Marijuana."
After Yolanda has an argument with
her husband, she bolts from the house,
climbs through the window and hides in
the main character's room. 
"In that bed of mine, the one with the
Dallas Cowboys pillows and covers,
Yolanda and I were safe, we were safe
from Frank Castro, and safe from any-
body else that might try to hurt us. It was
safe for me to fall asleep in Yolanda's
arms with her warm beautiful body
pressed against mine, and dream that we
were riding to some faraway place on an
Appaloosa." 
Named one of the "Ten Writers to
Watch in 2003" by Book magazine, the
Brownsville native received an associ-
ate's degree from Texas Southmost
College and a bachelor's degree in adver-
tising from the University of Texas at
Austin. 
After graduation, Casares wrote and
produced advertising campaigns, accord-
ing to his Web site
(www.oscarcasares.com). He was
inspired to write by the stories he heard
his family tell while growing up in
Brownsville. Casares wrote his first short
story in 1996. Two years later, "Yolanda"
appeared in the Threepenny Review. 
The author's works also have been pub-
lished in the Northwest Review and the
Iowa Review.  In 1999, he accepted a fel-
lowship at the University of Iowa Writer's
Workshop, and in 2001, he earned a mas-
ter of fine arts degree from that universi-
ty. Last year, the Texas Institute of Letters
awarded Casares a Dobie Paisano
Fellowship, and in the same year he
received the James Michener Award,
which provides financial support to a
writer completing a promising work of
fiction.
Casares has returned to live in
Brownsville.
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Oscar Casares, a 1984 TSC graduate, reads selections from his book




Cassandra Castillo, a seventh-grader at Berta Cabaza Middle
School in San Benito, displays her award-winning project, "The
Effects of Different Liquids on Rotting Teeth," during the Rio
Grande Valley Regional Science and Engineering Fair held
March 22 at UTB/TSC. A total of 224 middle and high school stu-
dents produced projects in 15 categories, including biochemistry,
behavioral sciences and zoology, said Michael Baldwin, regional
science fair director and elementary science specialist for the
Brownsville School District. Cassandra received fourth place for
her medicine-health project. Representatives from GEAR UP and
New Student Relations also presented sessions on preparing stu-
dents for college to science fair participants and their parents.
went into it and everything I was
thinking and doing when I wrote [it]."
Sovkoplas also had to submit a let-
ter outlining his plans for study and
detailing his extracurricular activities.
Each of the 250 chapters of Alpha
Chi was allowed two nominations.
Sovkoplas competed against 61 final-
ists, a group made up of the top 10
percent students of some of the best
universities in the nation.
"I felt I had a pretty good chance of
winning, because it's such an original
subject area," Sovkoplas said, "but I
was also afraid I might not have a
chance to win because a lot of people
don't take music that seriously. I was
afraid that well, if they have people
submitting biology, chemistry and
mathematics papers and literary
papers, then musical composition
might not weigh in as heavily."
Ten of the 61 finalists were awarded
the scholarship of $1,500, which will
help pay for tuition and other school
expenses.
Part of the nomination application
was a letter of recommendation from a
faculty member in the field represent-
ed by the student's project.
Richard Urbis, an associate profes-
sor of fine arts, wrote the letter of rec-
ommendation.
"He has insight beyond what he
learns in a book," Urbis said of
Sovkoplas. "He's coming to terms
with making artistic aesthetic judg-
ments, which aren't the same as under-
standing scientific principles."
Sovkoplas' score is titled "9-11."  
"Part of what comes out in the piece
is not just a mere craft of composing
music, but Adam is also very patriot-
ic," Urbis said in describing the score.
"His father is an immigrant from the
Czech Republic … his father fled the
Communist regime, so Adam has a
very strong feeling of patriotism … as
a result of his father's experience."
"9-11" will be performed during a
recital in April.
Scholarship
Continued from Page 1
John Ronnau, vice president for
Administration and Partnership
Affairs, spoke to the Student
Government Association about the
UTB/TSC Master Plan during its gen-
eral meeting March 21. 
"A great deal of thought and energy
… has gone into planning the way
this campus looks," Ronnau said. "It
is not by chance that this campus
looks as beautiful as it does."
The Master Plan, first designed in
1986, organizes future construction
and design of the UTB/TSC campus
and serves two functions.
"One purpose of the Master Plan is
to reinforce and enrich the functional
values that are to guide the plan …
making sure that we incorporate what
we have and what is new in a way that
is consistent," Ronnau said. "The sec-
ond purpose of the Master Plan is to
predict future space needs and build-
ing organizations based on anticipat-
ed growth and enrollment of available
programs."
There are four underlying assump-
tions that guide the Master Plan: 1)
the university is building for a cam-
pus of 20,000; 2) it will limit build-
ings to two or three stories; 3) its
designs will ensure a safe and healthy
campus environment; and 4) it will
honor the architectural style of the
historic buildings.
Vice President for Historical
Archives Alex Salinas said he is con-
sidering setting up a committee in
which students can offer ideas and
alternatives to UTB/TSC design and
construction.
In other business, SGA President
Edward Camarillo reported the suc-
cess of the Scorpion Academy, a
series of workshops aimed at inform-
ing students about careers in law
enforcement.
"I am very pleased with what we
were able to do," Camarillo said.
"Scorpion Academy is … something
that we created. We couldn't have
done it without all [of] the committee
members and all of SGA, as well as
Campus Police."
Lower-level Senator Carolina
Bocanegra thanked the people who
attended the unveiling of the
UTB/TSC class ring.
Lower-level Senator Erick
Vallarino reported that the SGA plans
to create a committee that will allow
students to vote for their favorite pro-
fessors. The winning professor will
be awarded the "Distinguished
Professor Award."  The Student
Government plans on implementing
the award in the next academic year.
In Freshman Senator Arturo
Alvarado's absence, Camarillo report-
ed that Alvarado and fellow SGA
members support our troops overseas. 
Freshman Senator Luis Gutierrez
encouraged the student body to pray
for our troops' safe return to the
United States.
SGA elections will take place dur-
ing the third week of April, although
no official date has been set. Thirty
seats will be open. Students interested
in running for Student Government
can pick up the criteria in the Dean of
Student's office.
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UTB/TSC, they are part of the
Scorpion family and with that in
mind, we are so thankful to them; our
prayers and our hearts will be with
each and every one of them … we are
here in their honor."  
Michelle Garcia, a U.S. Marine
Corps veteran and vice president for
the SGA, read the names of the
deployed UTB/TSC soldiers and
asked the family members to stand as
the name of their loved one was called
out.
"As a United States Marine Corps
veteran, it is an honor and a privilege
to recognize our fellow UTB/TSC
Scorpions and United States Armed
Forces service men and women who
have been called to duty to serve our
country," García said. 
The names of those deployed were
read as follows: Ruben Guajardo,
Juan Enrique Granados, Victor
Manuel Garcia, Jose Cipriano Mejia,
Steve Rodriguez, Carmen Campos,
Gabriela Espinoza Saldaña, William
Jackson, Victor Villarreal, Isaias
Ibarra Medellin, Jose Luis Tabasco,
Manuel Alfonso Oyervides, Roberto
Ruiz Jr., Gabriel Hernandez, Gabriel
Elizondo, Genaro Flores, Juan Miguel
Ramirez, Jorge Alberto Reyna,
Damian Vela, Joel de los Santos and
David Garcia. Also mentioned were
Campus Police Officer Reynaldo
Treviño and Senior Financial Aid
Officer Martin Rodriguez, both of
whom have been deployed; student
Daniel Salas, who recently joined the
military;  and social sciences lecturer
Ed Moore, a retired Army colonel
serving as a war analyst for CNN.
UTB/TSC President Juliet V. García
spoke about the university's develop-
ment of a service-learning program to
promote civic engagement--"learning
what it means to care about your com-
munity."
"Today we speak about a civic
engagement that is synonymous with
something more profound, and that is
sacrifice, courage and duty beyond
what most of us will be able to com-
prehend because it summons fear and
bravery simultaneously," García said.
"For each description of feelings we
know that it's a person, we know that
when our faculty members look out
into their classrooms, what they see
right now are empty chairs for those
21 students … who used to sit there
with their minds on their books, now
they're soldiers, Marines, airmen,
sailors in uniform, they're the Valley's
own and the comrades of our
Coalition troops.  We also have two
staff members who have been called
to active duty, Reynaldo Treviño, an
officer with Campus Police, and
Martin Rodriguez, a staff member in
Financial Aid and an Army Reservist
who became a father one day before
he had to leave to Fort Hood.  He and
his wife Maricela named their baby
daughter América."  
García urged the public to keep their
lives focused and do as they would
usually do, but always having the
troops in prayer.
"I think the message today is about
the support and our own role in their
effort," she said. "We need not stand
by saddened only and missing and
reminiscent, we need to stand by
strong and full of prayer and hope.
There's a lot of research that has come
out recently about the power of prayer.
… I think every one of us now must
search for whatever our role is going
to be and prayer might be one that you
choose. If you believe that prayer
works, as many do, this is the time to
spend some time every day--just a
short moment thinking about those
who aren't running to class, thinking
about those who aren't worried about
their exam or about how to pay the
bills here at home, but are worried
about whether or not they will be able
to see their children again and their
families.  We know that our prayer is
going to work and our support to them
is going to work." Garcia said.
Brownsville Mayor Pro Tem Eddie
Treviño expressed a sense of honor
for all those students who were
deployed.  
"These are not names, these are not
unknown people, these are people
from our community; there are fathers
there are brothers, there are sisters,
there are mothers and we need to
remember them because they are
doing what is absolutely necessary to
protect each and every one of us,"
Treviño said.  "President Bush has
said on more than one occasion that
we will be victorious and I don't doubt
those words for one moment."  
Brownsville Police Chief Carlos
Garcia told the audience about his dis-
agreement with war protesters.
"I am very happy to see and hear the
students of this university for showing
support for our American soldiers,
unlike other persons who are protest-
ing the war," Chief Garcia said. "It is
Tribute
Continued from Page 1
See ‘Tribute,’ Page 7
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STING mentors earning advanced certification
UTB/TSC's STING Success Series
peer mentors are undergoing training
that will eventually advance them to
level three, a master mentor certifica-
tion. 
STING, which serves roughly 700
students during its fall semesters, focus-
es on aiding incoming freshman stu-
dents who have had difficulties in pass-
ing any and/or all of the sections of the
Texas Academic Skills Program, or
TASP.  The program also helps transi-
tion high school students into college
life by providing them with personal
counseling services, academic advising
and assistance with financial aid appli-
cations. 
"We help [the students] do a smooth
transition into college," said Lonnie L.
Lopez, STING program coordinator.
"Like giving them presentations, such
as Scorpion Lingo."  Along with these
services, they also provide tutoring with
the Learning Assistance Center tutors to
help students with TASP preparation.
Asked how the certification will ben-
efit the program, Director for
Counseling and Career Services Debbie
Huerta said, "I think it demonstrates to
the community the quality of the pro-
gram … the quality of the services the
students are receiving."
Of STING's six mentors, one already
has achieved master level certification.
Senior marketing major Alex Salinas,
who has been with STING since the
Summer 2001 semester, is a master
mentor. Salinas completed 112 hours of
mentoring, which involves meeting
with students in lab or classroom set-
tings throughout the semester. In addi-
tion, he completed 80 hours of one-on-
one meetings with students.  He also
had to attend a minimum of two univer-
sity and/or community building/service
learning activities with mentees
throughout the semester. 
Lopez said the other five mentors are
at level one and they will all be at level
two at the end of this semester. Level
two requires completing 50 hours of
mentoring, 15 hours of electives, such
as workshops in public speaking, team
building and assertiveness.
Sophomore criminal justice major
and level one mentor Carolina
Bocanegra said the program is benefi-
cial for the students.
"Our job is to get the freshman used
to the university experience,"
Bocanegra said.  "So, it's very impor-
tant for us to be able to tell them what's
going on around school and it's impor-
tant so that they know that there's some-
one here for them if they have any ques-
tions."
As for Huerta, she said, "I think it
benefits the students in the TASP prepa-
rations … that they have the workshops
and they focus on passing the TASP.
But also it introduces them to the cam-
pus culture.  They talk about different
services that are available on campus,
they talk about how to work with pro-
fessors, how to join clubs, just really





STING peer mentors are (seated, from left) Michelle Garcia, Carolina
Bocanegra and Misty Heredia. Standing: Alex Salinas, Lonnie L. Lopez,
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The Collegian is accepting applications for
Collegian editor, Tiempo Nuevo editor, Collegian
Online editor and advertising manager for the
2003-2004 academic year. Applicants must have a
2.2 GPA or better. Applications are available at The
Collegian Office. Deadline to apply is 5 p.m. April 30.
For more information, call 554-5142.
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Campus Police Cpl. Ramiro
Torres, who died of cancer March 23,
was always willing to help his col-
leagues.
"When you start something, you
need help. 'Ram' was always willing
to help, he was there for you, always
in a good mood," Campus Police Sgt.
Armando Pulido said about Torres. 
Campus Police Chief John
Cardoza said Torres worked until the
very end.
"Although he had been fighting
cancer for some time, whenever
someone would ask him how he was
doing, he would always say, 'I'm
doing great.' He never gave up and
he worked until the very end,"
Cardoza was quoted as saying in a
press release from the UTB/TSC
Office of News and Information.
Pulido described Torres as a
friendly and down-to-earth person. 
"When he was driving the [patrol]
car he was waving at everyone,
because he was well-known, he'd
been here 28 years," Pulido said. 
Torres enjoyed hunting and fish-
ing.
"You could always tell that when
he took vacations, it was the start of
the seasons [for hunting and fish-
ing]," Pulido said. 
Torres was also well known for his
barbecues at home. 
"[He was] always throwing his
barbecues, inviting everyone.  ... He
was just a good guy, the kind of guy
that when you talk about him all that
comes to your mind is 'He's a good
guy,'" Pulido said. 
Torres was born and lived in
Olmito. He was hired as a police
officer by Texas Southmost College
in 1975. He was one of the original
four officers when UTB and TSC
formed a partnership in 1991, Pulido
said.
As corporal, Torres served as the
senior officer on the shift and super-
vised other officers and guards. His
most recent assignment was oversee-
ing the security at Duffey Plaza.
Survivors include his son, Ramiro
Torres Jr. of Kingsville; daughter,
Rebecca Merta of San Antonio; three
sisters, Anita Garcia of San Benito,
Amelia Torres of San Antonio and
Gloria Alaniz of Olmito; two broth-
ers, Juan Jose Torres of Olmito and
Antonio Torres of Houston.
Services were held March 25 at
Our Heavenly Father Catholic
Church in Olmito. Burial followed at
Los Cuates Cemetery in Los Fresnos. 
By Ildefonso Ortiz
Tiempo Nuevo Editor









Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-6:30 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Get your tuxedo for 
Bougainvillea!
OK to protest the war, but be cognizant
that the reason that this can be done is
because of former and current soldiers
that have given their lives in order for us
to have that right. As a former Marine, I
can only imagine as to what our soldiers
are going through.  As an uncle of two
nephews that are currently in Iraq, I
have an understanding of what the fam-
ilies of these soldiers are experiencing.
It is not important whether we agree on
the issue of war or not, but what is
important is that we show support for
our American forces and our allies and
pray to God that they return safely to
their families and home.  It is a time to
be united and not divided.  Please con-
tinue to hold them in our prayers regard-
less of our political views and differ-
ences; it's because of them that we can
have those views and differences.  God
bless our American forces and their
allies."
Carlos Garza, senator at-large for the
SGA and nephew of state Senator Eddie
Lucio (D-Brownsville), read a letter on
his uncle's behalf: "It is fitting that we
offer our men and women in uniform
that leave behind children, spouses, par-
ents and siblings, and the comfort of
home to fight the enemies of the United
States wherever and whenever they
threaten our nation and the world.
Today we honor the soldiers, of the
Army, the Navy, Air Force and Marines.
Today I ask you to remember them all
and say your prayers for them and never
to forget that they are preserving our
way of life … God bless them and God
bless America."
In an interview after the ceremony,
President Garcia said that she is "proud
of [the soldiers] and how much [the uni-
versity] values what they are doing for
us."
The ceremony concluded with a
moment of silence as the bells on the
university's clock rung in the back-
ground.
Tribute
Continued from Page 5
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Workshops explore law enforcement
Dozens of students took part in the first Scorpion Academy, a series of workshops
on law enforcement sponsored by the Student Government Association and Campus
Police March 19-29. Workshops ranged from first-aid procedures and criminal law to
self-defense techniques and collecting physical evidence at crime scenes. Presenters
included Campus Police officers, Cameron County assistant district attorneys,
UTB/TSC professors and staff, and Brownsville School District teachers and police
officers.
VIRGINIA ORTIZ/COLLEGIAN
Joseph Krippel (right), a Cameron County assistant district attorney, speaks to
Scorpion Academy participants about the judicial system and criminal law. Also shown
is fellow assistant district attorney, Ana Cecilia Collado. 
SONIA MEJIA/COLLEGIAN
Campus Police Sgt. David Marquez describes safety procedures to follow when walk-
ing alone at night as he stands by an emergency phone station on campus during the








Nieto (left) and Luis
Velasquez.
VIRGINIA ORTIZ/COLLEGIAN
Junior criminal justice major Melissa Gonzalez practices during the
adult cardio-pulmonary resuscitation class taught by Samuel Perez,
training specialist for the Human Resources Department. Perez also
taught first aid to 11 Scorpion Academy members. After the session,
each member was certified in American Red Cross Adult CPR for one
year and in first-aid for three years.
VIRGINIA ORTIZ/COLLEGIAN
Human Resources training specialist Samuel Perez demon-
strates the Abdominal Thrust, a procedure used on a person
who is choking. Participating in the demonstration is junior
education major Susane Perez.
VIRGINIA ORTIZ/COLLEGIAN
Sergio Martinez, Student Government Association vice president for finance, uses a firearms
simulator during gun safety training taught by Hershel Price, director of the UTB/TSC
Criminal Justice Institute and Police Academy.
SONIA MEJIA/COLLEGIAN
Harry O. White Jr., a criminal justice lecturer, explains the importance of
collecting physical evidence, using the O.J. Simpson case as an example.
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UTB/TSC golf teams to sponsor fund-raiser
The UTB/TSC golf teams are spon-
soring a tournament at the Fort Brown
Memorial Golf Course on Sunday in the
hope of raising funds for scholarships
and travel to competitions.
"The money will be used either for
travel for nationals this year or for
scholarship money for next year," Head
Coach Jesse Lucio said. "It depends on
how much we need for the travel part.
The community, in the past, has been
very receptive. We've done well in
fund-raisers for the golf team and we're
hoping that that happens again this year
because we do have a fund-raiser every
year. Our goal is $4,000. If we can raise
$4,000 then I will be very happy."
With the state cutting university
budgets, Lucio hopes the fund-raiser
will help minimize the money crunch.
"It's scary what is going on across the
state," he said. "This fund-raiser is very
important. We need this money to trav-
el and to keep our program intact."
The tournament, which will have a
$45 entry fee to cover the golf cart
rental, green fees and food, will start at
8:30 a.m. The format is a three-man
scramble (all male, all female or mix),
minimum 38, one single digit per team. 
Cash prizes of $600, $375 and $300
will be awarded to the first-, second-
and third-place finishers, respectively.
In case of a tie, the winner will be
decided by a scorecard playoff. 
To register for the tournament or to
become a sponsor, call 541-0394.
In other golf news, the UTB/TSC
Women's Intercollegiate Golf
Tournament will be held in Austin April
11-13. Within this tournament are two
divisions--university and college. The
university division will have six teams
competing and the college division will
have two. UTB/TSC and Tyler Junior
College will compete in the college
division. The winner will become the
Region XIV Division I Champion.
Regardless of the outcome, both teams
will advance to nationals. This is a 36-
hole tournament.
The men have a harder road ahead of
them, as they must travel to Whitney for
the Texas State Junior College Golf
Championships April 13-15. The tour-
nament will consist of 36 holes.
Next, they must compete in the
NJCAA District IV Golf
Championships April 27-29 at
Houston's San Jacinto College North.
Scores from both men's tournaments
will be combined. The three teams with
the highest combined scores will
advance to nationals. 
"That's where we want to be," Lucio
said about the possibility of playing in
nationals.
The NJCAA Women's Golf
Championship will take place May 19-
22 at Daytona Beach, Fla. 
The NJCAA Division I Men's Golf





Adriana Gonzales, a member of UTB/TSC’s Women Golf Team, tees off
at the Fort Brown Memorial Golf Course in preparation for their upcom-
ing tournament in Austin.
Scorpions swept by San Jacinto Gators
The UTB/TSC Baseball Team felt
the mighty bite of the San Jacinto
College Gators as they were swept in
a three-game conference match, 9-2,
11-3 and 10-0.
In Game 1 on March 22, the
Scorpions jumped out to a two-run
lead in the first on a two-run single
by first baseman Alex Guajardo. 
In the bottom of the first, the
Gators answered back with two runs
as centerfielder Miles Franklin
scored the first on a wild pitch by
Scorpion starter Hiram Lopez.
Second baseman Joshua Aranda
scored the second run. The Gators
never looked back, batting around
and scoring five runs in the second.
They scored a run in the fourth and
another in sixth, making the final
score 9-2. 
Hiram Lopez pitched 1 2/3 innings
for the loss. He allowed seven runs
on eight hits. Jason Hill, who pitched
four and two-thirds, relieved Lopez.
Hill allowed two runs on four hits,
two walks and one hit batter.
Second baseman Gilbert Gonzales
went 2 for 4 with two singles and a
run and right fielder Arnold Meza hit
2 for 3 on two singles and a run.
In Game 2, San Jacinto took the
early lead, scoring a run in the first
and again in the second to get off to a
2-0 start. The Scorpions managed to
score three runs in the third on an
RBI single by Guajardo and a two-
run double by designated hitter Saul
Requeñez but that was the end of the
offensive productivity.
The Gators countered in the bottom
of the third, scoring three runs as
well. They scored two more in the
fourth and one in the fifth. In the
eighth, the Gators finished off the
Scorpions, scoring three more runs,
two of which were scored on a home
run by San Jacinto's designated hitter,
Mike Pankratz.
Esteban Sanchez took the loss after
tossing four innings and giving up
seven runs on seven hits; only four of
the runs were earned. He got two
walks, hit two batters and struck out
three. Mike McCune pitched three
innings in relief, in which he allowed
four runs on seven hits. He had no
walks, hit a batter and struck out
another.
Gonzales, who batted 2 for 4 with a
run and two singles; Meza, who hit 2
for 3 with two singles and a run;
Guajardo, who went 2 for 4 with two
singles; and Requeñez, who also went
2 for 4 with a single and a double,
turned in the best offensive perform-
ances.
In Game 3 on March 23, the
Scorpions could not get their offense
going and were shut out by the San
Jacinto pitching staff. No Scorpion
player got past second. 
The Gators scored in the first off a
three-run blast by catcher Nick
Stavinoha. He would get another RBI
in the second as he hit a single with
Aranda in scoring position. Their bats
were relatively quiet until the sixth
inning, when they put up six runs to
place the game well out of reach. The
final score was 10-0.
Efren Rivera took the loss, pitching
five and two-thirds innings. McCune
came out in relief and got the final
out.
The Scorpions played Galveston
College at home over the weekend.
Scores were not available at press
time.  They will play Alvin
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We came, we saw, we tried to pick ’em
It's that time of the year again, when it
just seems natural to eat a hot dog and
watch some baseball. The grass is grow-
ing greener and the couch is growing
nervous. Baseball is back and I love it
because it gives me an excuse to exer-
cise my God-given talent of being a
couch potato. 
So now I begin with the American
League because the races are a bit more
distanced.
AL West: Last year the Oakland
Athletics had one more loss than the
Yankees for the best record in the majors
but suffered from an early exit again
when the Minnesota Twins upset them
three games to two in a best of five. I
don't know if Oakland is going to be
able to repeat last year's performance
but it will be nice to see if they can.
They lost their manager Art Howe to the
New York Mets and are upsetting the
reigning AL MVP, Miguel Tejada. The
World Series champions were the
Anaheim Angels. Now if you were not
shocked by this turn of events then may
I suggest that you check your pulse
because the Angels shocked the world.
Their lineup remains intact so let's see if
this happy family can get along this sea-
son. Now I come to a predicament in the
fact that I don't know who to pick. The
Seattle Mariners are also strong con-
tenders for the top spot. The weakest
team in this division is the Texas
Rangers, who I only liked because of
Ivan Rodriguez, and now he is in
Florida.
Winner: Seattle Mariners
AL Central: I like the Minnesota
Twins because they are the wonder
boys. They surprised as many people as
the Angels did. Of course, their reason
for doing so was not upsetting any team
but rather just not choking in the second
half of the season. They are my pick for
the Central with some contention from
the Chicago White Sox, who will finish
second unless they have a great year
from their lineup.
Winner: Minnesota Twins
AL East: The Yankees are coming,
the Yankees are coming, will be the AL
East's teams call all year. They return a
strong lineup with the likes of Alfonso
Soriano, Derek Jeter, Jason Giambi and
Bernie Williams. The Yankees have a
strong lineup and strong pitching rota-
tion, making them the team to beat
again. They are the giant of the AL but a
David arises in the West. Unless the
Boston Red Sox forget the Curse of the
Babe, they will not surpass the Yankees;
so, as much as it pains me, I think the
Yankees will win the East.
Winner: New York Yankees
NL West: This division is always one
of the hardest to pick with the top con-
tenders being the Arizona
Diamondbacks, the San Francisco
Giants and the Los Angeles Dodgers.
The Giants were last year's National
League Champions but this year the
departure of Jeff Kent to Houston and
manager Dusty Baker to the Cubs will
have the Giants coming up short. I
believe Baker was the glue that bound
this team together. The Diamondbacks
were last year's division winners but
their lineup doesn't look as impressive
and they need another pitcher to step up
because there is only so far pitchers
Randy Johnson and Curt Schilling can
take this team. The Dodgers are my
favorite for this year with a potent line-
up and an impressive rotation. Setbacks
may come if Kevin Brown doesn't stay
healthy.
Winner: L.A. Dodgers
NL Central: The St. Louis Cardinals
have the lineup to win this division
again but they will go as far as their
pitching takes them. The Houston Astros
also have an impressive lineup, especial-
ly with the addition of Kent, who has the
potential to be the extra spark this team
needs or a great disappointment. Also
look for the Chicago Cubs to put their
two cents into this division. Baker now
controls the reigns and this team has the
potential to go far but probably not this
year, but you're getting close, Cubs fans.
Winner: Houston Astros
NL East: The Atlanta Braves were
last year's winner and they will be strong
again this year. They lost pitcher Tom
Glavine to the rival New York Mets but
replaced him with Mike Hampton. The
Philadelphia Phillies will be in the play-
off hunt as well, having picked up Jim
Thome to add a bat for departed Scott
Rolen. The pesky Marlins will also be
buzzing around as their lineup saw an
improvement with the addition of Ivan
Rodriguez, but my vote is for the Mets,
who parted ways with manager Bobby
Valentine and acquired A's Art Howe.
They bring a revamped lineup with a lot
of questions behind it but their rotation
looks solid, especially with the addition
of Glavine.
Winner: New York Mets
World Series: New York Mets win
against the Seattle Mariners in six.
Cinderella team: Chicago Cubs




Well, it appears the new Major
League Baseball season has finally
come, and it's about time. I can still feel
the frustration of my two favorite
teams, Atlanta and Oakland, once again
suffering bitter defeat in the playoffs.
Fortunately, the playoffs ultimately led
to a great World Series. Will this year
bring similar results? Only time will
tell, but in the meantime, here are my
predictions for the 2003 MLB season.
AL West: Ultimately, this race will
come down to two teams: the defend-
ing champion Angels and the Oakland
Athletics. The Angels will field basical-
ly the same team as last year, which
should lead to great results. My pick for
the division, however, is Oakland.
Now, the team has already stated pub-
licly that they will not attempt to resign
reigning MVP Miguel Tejada, so unless
they can pull off a miracle in the future,
this is their last chance to win it all.
Funny, this is reminiscent of another
MVP-turned-free-agent who left
Oakland for the glitz and glamour of
New York.
AL Central: Minnesota Twins, no
contest.
ALEast: As always this division
comes down to two teams, two rivals-
the New York Yankees and the Boston
Red Sox. I think Boston might make a
good run at the Yankees this year. With
great hitters like Nomar Garciaparra
and Manny Ramirez in that lineup,
there's no way they couldn't. Not to
mention, their pitching tandem of
Pedro Martinez and Derek Lowe. But
what will be the real key to Boston's
success this year? That's right, they got
rid of Rickey Henderson. Phew!
Unfortunately for them, that won't be
enough. The Bronx Bombers have too
many weapons in their offense. Alfonso
Soriano will continue to improve and
Jason Giambi should come out of the
gate hot with a year in New York
already under his belt. And, since the
Yanks have about 19 pitchers in their
starting rotation, they should be hard to
contend with.
AL Cy Young: Barry Zito, Oakland
Athletics
AL MVP: Jason Giambi, New York
Yankees
NL West: Last year Barry Bonds
shocked the world. No, it wasn't the
record number of walks, intentional or
otherwise, or his stellar on-base per-
centage. Bonds actually had some
decent numbers in the postseason,
which had the Giants on the brink of a
world championship. San Fran should
do all right, but Jeff Kent will be sorely
missed. This will allow the Arizona
Diamondbacks to swoop in and take
this division. Once again, Randy
Johnson and Curt Schilling will battle
among themselves for the Cy Young
award. That's the best race you'll see in
this division.
NL Central: This will be another
two-way race. The St. Louis Cardinals
will be tough to beat. Albert Pujols' sec-
ond year was just as good as his first,
and I expect he will only get better. And
the addition of Scott Rolen last year
made this lineup even more dangerous.
But I like the Houston Astros in this
division. Jeff Bagwell continues to be
one of the most well-rounded first base-
men in the league and Lance Berkman's
numbers are out of this world. But
there's one clear advantage they have
this year-the acquisition of Jeff Kent.
Craig Biggio moves to center field to
make room for the former MVP, who
will transform this team into a con-
tender once again.
NL East: The Atlanta Braves have
been a benchmark for success (and
postseason futility) for over a decade
now, and the reason for that success has
been their pitching. This off-season,
rather than focusing on their lineup like
they should have, they revamped their
rotation. I don't really know what sort
of results that will bring, but the loss of
longtime Brave Tom Glavine as well as
Kevin Millwood still stings. And, the
fact that they wound up in their division
is even worse. The Mets now have an
ace in Glavine and the Phillies in
Millwood. Not to mention the fact that
the Phillies added a little-known first
baseman by the name of Jim Thome.
This will be one of the best races in the
league, but my loyalty remains. I shall
still pick the Braves to win the division,
with the Phillies claming the wildcard
spot.
NL Cy Young: Randy Johnson,
Arizona Diamondbacks
NL MVP: Jim Thome, Philadelphia
Phillies
World Series: Oakland over Atlanta
in 7. I can dream, can't I?
I'd like to take this time to acknowl-
edge the picks of former sports editor
Trey "The Meister" Mendez, who's
currently off galavanting at UT-Austin.
Trey picks the Cubs over the A's in 6.
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Oscar Cásares nunca olvidó las his-
torias que él escuchó mientras crecía
en Brownsville. Ahora, esas historias
han lanzado su carrera literaria. 
Cásares, graduado de la clase de
1984 del Colegio Texas Southmost,
leyó de su primer libro, "Historias de
Brownsville", y autografió copias de
él, el 22 de marzo en el Museo
Histórico de Brownsville.
Más de 100 personas asistieron
para escuchar a  Cásares mientras leía
"Yolanda", una historia sobre la
atracción secreta de un joven de
quince años hacia su vecina, quien
estaba en una relación abusiva. 
La historia toma lugar hace 20 años
en Brownsville.
"Estoy hablando de antes de que un
borracho se la pasara todo el día en
una de las cantinas de la calle 14, y
luego manejara su auto directo hacia
el patio de Rivas y atropellara al niño
Jesús que todavía se encontraba en el
patio de Lonnie Rivas, quien era
demasiado flojo para guardarlo un
mes después de navidad", leyó el
autor. "Y luego el tipo trató de correr
pero se cayó y se quedó dormido en
nuestro patio y cuando los policías lo
estaban esposando, lo único que él
podía decir era Mari... Mari...
Marihuana".
Después de que Yolanda tuvo una
discusión con su esposo,  huye de la
casa, sube por la ventana y se
esconde en el cuarto del protagonista.
"En esa cama mía, la de almohadas
y las sábanas de los Vaqueros de
Dallas, Yolanda y yo estábamos a
salvo, estábamos  a salvo de Frank
Castro y a salvo de cualquiera que
quisiera lastimarnos. Era seguro para
mí dormir en los brazos de Yolanda
con su tibio y  hermoso cuerpo pre-
sionado con el mío y soñar que cabal-
gábamos a un lugar lejano en un
Appaloosa".
Nombrado como uno de los "Diez
Escritores a Leer en el 2003" por la
revista Book, el originario de
Brownsville recibió un asociado [dos
años universitarios] del Colegio
Texas Southmost y una licenciatura
en publicidad de la Universidad de
Texas en Austin.
Después de graduarse, Cásares
escribió y produjo campañas de pub-
licidad, según su página de Internet
(www.oscarcasares.com.). Él fue
inspirado a escribir por las historias
que escuchó mientras crecía en
Brownsville. Cásares escribió su
primer cuento en 1996. Dos años
después, "Yolanda" apareció en la
revista Threepenny Review.
Los trabajos del autor también han
sido publicados en la revista
Northwest Review y en la revista
Iowa Review. En 1999, aceptó una
beca del Taller de Escritores de la
Universidad de Iowa y en 2001,
recibió una maestría en bellas artes
de esa universidad. El año pasado, el
Instituto de Letras de Texas galar-
donó a Cásares con la beca Dobie
Paisano y ese mismo año, recibió el
premio James Michener, que provee
ayuda financiera a un escritor para
completar un trabajo prometedor de
ficción.
Cásares ha regresado a vivir en
Brownsville.







Afiliaciones: Phi Theta Kappa
Pasatiempos: Estar en la com-
putadora, viajar e ir a la playa. 
¿Cuál ha sido tu reto más
grande? "Aprender el inglés, ya que
vengo de Celaya, Guanajuato en
México y haber empezado a estudi-
ar una carrera".
¿Cuáles son tus metas a corto y
largo plazo? "A corto plazo, termi-
nar mi carrera y a largo plazo, desar-
rollarme profesionalmente y como
mujer".
¿Qué has hecho en beneficio de
la comunidad? "Ahora  estoy traba-
jando en 'Project Graduation'  que es
una donación de libros para la bib-
lioteca Southmost y participé de
voluntaria en la Feria de Ciencias
que hubo recientemente".
Ex-alumno de TSC adquiere fama y premios como escritor
Por Ildefonso Ortiz




Oscar Casares recita “Yolanda”, una de las historias de su primer libro
“Historias de Brownsville” ante más de 100 personas que asistieron al




“YOUR HOME AWAY FROM HOME”
Large Meeting Area
Pool, Restaurant & Lounge
Free Coffee & Snack for Breakfast




Fax and copying services
10 percent discount with university ID
Rooms From $2900
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UTB/TSC 
CAMPUS HOUSING
Summer and Fall 2003
New Contract Out on April 1, 2003!
Sign up now! Don’t delay!
All bills paid
Direct TV included
King- and queen-size beds
Private rooms available










Call to reserve your room now.
956-554-5138 or 956-554-5111
www.sa.utb.edu/housing
“Living here in the Village at Fort
Brown has been awesome!”
--Monica Castaneda, Sophomore 
“We’re roommates and living
here has been the best experi-
ence; you find new friends to
talk to!”
--Cecilia Rivera (left)
and Belinda Salas, Sophomores
“The people here are great! You
meet all kinds of different 
people!” 
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The Collegian is the student news-
paper serving the University of
Texas and Texas Southmost College.
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on a campus of more than 10,000
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Texas Intercollegiate Press
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Collegian Editor ... John Strubelt
Collegian Online Editor ... 
Josie Ruiz
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Copy Editors ... Lorena Cruz, Jamie
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Letters for The Collegian can
be sent to:
The Collegian






All letters must be typed,
saved on disk and no longer
than 250 words. Letters must
include the name, classifica-
tion and phone number of let-
ter writer or the 
letter cannot be published.
Opinions expressed in 
The Collegian are those of the
writers and do not necessarily
reflect the views of 
The Collegian or UTB/TSC
administrators. The editor
reserves the right to edit let-










"My shirt first and then the deodor-




"Deodorant, because it's hard to
put on deodorant with your shirt on."
--Jake Bouwsma
Junior history major
"The deodorant, because it is more








"If you put on the shirt first, you
might stain it, and let's face it-- even




--Compiled by Leslie Robinson
Casualties of war
The following editorial appeared in the Chicago Tribune on March 25:
The last three days of action in Iraq have confronted Americans with dis-
turbing news stories and television images. Depictions of dead U.S. mili-
tary personnel, footage of their frightened colleagues being interviewed by
Iraqi captors, and scenes of two fliers' helmets beside a downed Apache
helicopter are, first and foremost, anguishing for the families of the
Americans killed, seized or missing.
For the rest of us they are gut-wrenching reminders that warfare writes
its own scripts. The TV talking heads who have hinted at the likely brevity
of this conflict may have misled some Americans into thinking that a tidy
week or two is just the right length for a modern war against an inferior
military foe.
This war may yet be brief. But already it is costly. And the rising casual-
ty count has whipsawed many people's emotions.
Part of what's weighing on many Americans is the immediacy of these
news reports in moments of success and failure alike. At the Battle of the
Bulge, the largest land battle of World War II, the number of dead, injured
and missing soldiers from the U.S., British and German armies approached
200,000. The Battle of the Somme, during World War I, produced more
than 1 million casualties. But because of the vastness of the losses and the
unavailability of television coverage, only in their hometowns did individ-
ual victims become major news.
In Iraq, as Northwestern University historian Michael Sherry puts it,
"The focus is on individual identities. We see the killed or captured sol-
diers, the interview with the best buddy from the unit, the faces of the par-
ents back home. The process is intensely personalized, which strengthens
the sense of loss of each American. The scale of, say, World War II didn't
permit that kind of focus."
Sherry says media-driven attempts to handicap whether this footage will
leave Americans more, or less, supportive of the war are folly. What mat-
ters is context. If Americans back home see an endpoint to this war, they're
likely to accept casualties as a necessary cost of getting there. If Americans
don't sense progress, they'll begin asking whether the casualties are symp-
toms of a Vietnam-like quagmire. "That's an experience Americans know,"
he says, "so some will retreat to it."
For now we're all left to wonder how much the swift and surgical nature
of this attack has heightened the likelihood of British and American casual-
ties. As the ground assault approaches Baghdad, U.S. and British troops are
pressing ahead as fast as possible, leaving some towns unoccupied and
some Iraqi forces in their wake. The lack of a precisely defined front and
the desire to befriend Iraqi civilians exposes troops to risks such as
Sunday's ambush of a maintenance convoy, as well as the fake surrender by
Iraqi fighters who waved white flags, then opened fire on Americans.
Similarly, the desire to minimize damage to civilians in Baghdad has kept
aerial bombardment from striking some key targets, such as the Iraqi
Ministry of Defense. Aerial photography of bombed buildings has shown
the pinpoint nature of the attacks, with relatively little collateral destruc-
tion. War planners clearly hope to keep things that way.
The concept of defeating a nation's regime without destroying its basic
infrastructure or wiping out its military every step of the way is a relatively
humanitarian goal. But that goal may exact a price in casualty counts. The
best way to diminish the cost to British and U.S. fighters mirrors the best
way to diminish the cost to the long-beleaguered people of Iraq: a war
fought as quickly and aggressively as possible to topple the Iraqi regime.
There is no doubt that closing this fast on Baghdad exposes those fighters
to risks that come from over their shoulders. But as Saddam Hussein's
regime eventually subsides, so should the toll of the killed, captured and
missing. Until that occurs, Americans back home can expect more losses
on the battlefield, and more news reports as troubling as those of last week-
end.
Chicago Tribune
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UTB/TSC Office of Student Activities presents
Bougainvillea Ball 2003
featuring live performences by SIGGNO & ADN 
7 p.m. -midnight Saturday, April 12
Jacob Brown Auditorium
Get your FREE student ticket now (956) 554-5138
ATTENTION
Noyce Scholarship for Future Teachers
of Mathematics and Science Program
Scholarship
Information
This program provides funding to students willing to
teach a minimum of two years for each year of funding
withing the University of Texas service area.
Students must:
Have been accepted into the School of Education
Be enrolled in 12 credit hours/semester
(waived for ACP students)
Be a mathematics or science major with a program of
study on file
For more information/application contact Dr. Reynaldo Ramirez
in the School of Education, Department of Curriculum and
Instruction, Office 15B. Phone: 956-982-0201
or e-mail: reyr@utb.edu
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Dress to impress
CHRIS AGUILAR/COLLEGIAN PHOTOS
Student Development Specialist Eddie Ramirez (below) struts down
the catwalk during the Attire for Hire and Formal Fashions Style
Show hosted by the offices of Counseling and Career Services and
Student Activities March 26 in the Endowment Courtyard.  Ramirez
modeled a three-piece Bill Bass tuxedo provided by Al's Formalwear,
located in Sunrise Mall.  Sophomore Team Sting player Keli Loff
(right) takes a stroll in her gown, which was provided by Viviana's,
located in Valle Vista Mall in Harlingen.  The boutique will be sell-
ing dresses at a 20 percent discount to UTB/TSC students.
812th Quartermaster Company of
Harlingen. "We have to do it, we have
to serve our country." 
The 812th was activated Feb. 10 in
support of Operation: Enduring
Freedom and mobilized to Fort Hood
on Feb. 24.  Seventeen days later, they
were remobilized to Fort Bragg. 
"Our orders state that we have been
mobilized for 730 days, more or less,"
said Specialist Roberto Ruiz Jr.
"We were at Fort Hood for about two
weeks and have been in Fort Bragg for
another two so far," Specialist Gabriel
Hernandez said.
Until their activation last month, all
three were enrolled at UTB/TSC. They
are among 23 students and staff who
have been deployed. Mejia and Ruiz are
freshman criminal justice majors,
Hernandez is a junior mathematics
major.
The Collegian interviewed the sol-
diers by telephone last Wednesday, ask-
ing them about life at Fort Bragg.
"Right now we are going through the
[Mobilization Unit In-Processing
Center] in which the entire unit is being
validated," Ruiz said.  "In this station
our medical, dental and financial issues
are being taken care of."
Ruiz described a typical day at Fort
Bragg.
"At 0500, we conduct our personal
hygiene, go to chow and have forma-
tion at 0700," he said. "Lunch begins at
1100 and after that, we work until 1600.
Depending on the training, we some-
times work late at night.  If no extended
training is left, we conduct our individ-
ual physical training, or do whatever we
want to."
The soldiers prepare against a possi-
ble chemical or biological warfare,
Hernandez said.
"[The military] is teaching us how to
react to a chemical and biological
weapon attack," Hernandez said.
Ruiz added, "We got a briefing
regarding a new chemical suit the Army
will be issuing." 
They also are being vaccinated
against possible biological warfare.
"We've had the third anthrax shot out
of six already, the small pox, the blue
fever and any other vaccines [we
need]," Mejia said. "We also got the
hepatitis B [vaccine] yesterday."  
Aside from the vaccinations and
chemical warfare protections, the unit
also is trained for different tasks it
might be assigned.
"We are getting certified on basic
driving and for combat task training,"
Hernandez said.
Mejia added, "[We are getting trained
on] how to conduct first-aid, all kinds
of land navigation training, and we also
trained for night-fire qualification."  
As Ruiz said, "It's all about training,
training, training. Practice, practice,
practice.  If we do this, we'll be fine." 
"I feel we're going to be ready and
prepared, we just have to get recertified
since we're reservists, being active duty
is a different story," Hernandez said.
"We have to comply with regulations of
active duty."
"[What we hope to get out of this
deployment] is to be improved soldiers.
We're getting opportunities out here we
can't get in Harlingen," Ruiz said.
The three soldiers are keeping in
touch with their families through cell
phones and letters.
Reservists
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